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FROM THE TEAM LEADERS OFFICE:
August has brought about mixed weather patterns that even the previous
members that were here were quite surprised with sporadic snow storms followed
by days of sunshine. From my understanding of the Marion’s weather, I was quite
shocked to see a 0 “zero” on the wind speed marker that’s displayed on the
weather forecast in the dining hall sponsored by SANSA. No wind on the island
meant that it was going to be a great chance to walk without a shove or push from
the constant wind that surprise attacks and knock one over. The feedback I got
from the guys on their round island walk during the marvellous weather was total
bliss; they actually got to see more of the island and do much more as compared
to other days.
Even Marius, our botanist who has been here before did comment on the good weather which made me
think that this odd weather could be related to climate change,
a topic that we discuss freely but hardly see the effects back home apart from a early/late seasonal change.
There were two birthdays this month which I am certain that our editor will fill you in on the themes and
the make-up that made one night “zombily” freaky.
As we say farewell to August and remember our dear friends at the DEA preparing for yet another takeover
with Gough Island’s overwintering changeover, time is passing like lightning....which brings me to another
event where the clouds rumbled on fine afternoon and a streak of lightning was see by John, Kate and
myself. We all thought of Benoit who was out and on his way to base. Later that evening we chuckled about
the event as we heard a more dramatic story.
That’s my cue for now until next month...keep safe and remember “Safety First”...Peace out!
Sherwin Hiralall
Team Leader and Medic

A few words from the editor
Hi all,
There were a few inaccuracies in the July edition of The Wanderer
that I must mention and correct:
1. Allan Crawford has never been a Gough team member, he did
however lead a SA weather team on Tristan da Cunha prior to
1948.
2. In the previous edition we referred to a point near base as “Crane
Point”, capitalized, suggesting that this is its official name. It is
not, its official name is Gunner’s Point and has been ever since
the annexation in January 1948.
I have opted for a new system to credit peoples’ photos this month. You will see a coloured dot on each
photo. To the bottom is the key for who took that photo, unless otherwise stated.
Again, I extend an open welcome to all past team members to contribute The Wanderer. You may contact
me at tegan.carpenterkling@gmail.com
That’s all from me. August has come and gone and I hope you enjoy this months photo and stories.
Tegan Carpenter-Kling
Birder

Kate du Toit

Pierre Joubert

John Dickens

Abuyiselwe Nguna

Mike Mole

Stefan Schoombie

Moses Msiza
Base engineer
What do you do on the island?
“Base Engineer.”
What has been your most wild moment on the island?
“First round island (ultimate Marion Island physical endurance
experience)”
Do you have any hobbies?
“Yes, like watching comedies, action movies, reality shows,
listening to all sorts of music, reading, playing chess, pool and
recently discovered I love hiking.”
Where is home for you?
“Home is where you are free to pack away the mask you put
on for the world and be who you really are and not be worried
about covering your back.”
What has been your worst day on the island?
“July 24? And suffering knee injury during 100 days
celebrations”
What is your favourite animal on the island?
“Penguins, if you think peacocks are proud wait till you see
penguins walking around”
What are you most likely to run out of before the end of the
expedition?
“A space to store memories (good and bad) and liquor”
Name 3 things that are on your bucket list before you return
home

“Learn how to make pizza. Learn how to speak French (it
would be a nice surprise for my friends back home, that’s if
the audio books are accurate). Complete a Round Island in
three days”
What is your most favourite thing in the whole world?
“My flamboyant silk sleepwear t-shirt (got as a gift from my
late mother)”
Tell us a little bit about the “powers of egoli”, what do you
think about walking around the island in gum boots?
“The gum boots are an interesting necessity for this particular
terrain, although initially they seem to be an unwelcomed
plus to the havoc of sinking into mires, never thought one day
I would require gumboots when going to the loo (hut nights,
lol).”

Alfred-Hugo Grunschloss (AJ)
Diesel Mechanic

What do you do on the island?
“Hi, I am appointed as the diesel mechanic on the
island. My main responsibility is to maintain and
repair the three main Perkins generators and control
systems thereof. Insuring stable and reliable power
generation throughout the year in doing so.”
What has been your best experience on the island
so far?
“Wow, that’s a tough one. It’s hard to single out one
specific experience; it would be more a series of
events. But my first Round Island with the birders,
census work with the sealers, seal pup weighing and
the deployment we did on a gentoo penguin but
accompanying Stefan and Janine on a one day trip
to Katedraal via Halfwaykop through a perfect
snow-covered interior on a wind still day or joining
John at kill point for a Killer ob…Well I’ll pretty much
rate it up there with the best so far. Even waking up
at night, just standing there staring out my window
at the silhouette of Long ridge with the white of the
waves breaking on the cliffs to my right and to my
left the radiating white of the snow covered
mountains. This is only to name a handful of
experiences that jumped to mind. Overall just
typical Marion experience I guess…”

What do you miss most of the mainland?
“Sitting in traffic, month-end shopping and stage 4
load shedding (Where Eskom shows up at your door
at night to put out your candles.) and a good braai
with friends with real fire-wood.”
What is the best technique to safely cross a mire?
“That’s easy; stop, drop and crawl. I am not familiar
with any other way?”
What is your favourite animal on the island?
“Paddies… Definitely the Paddies. “
How do you stay busy on the island?
“Except for my responsibilities as far as my job goes
and trying to challenge and improve the way things
have always been done. Every day provides
opportunities in its own. Helping team members in
the field, building and repairing equipment for or
just helping team members keeps me occupied…”
Name 3 things that are on your bucket list before
you return home
“Summit Mascarin (The highest peak on the island.)
on a clear day.
Find a hot spring.
See Marion Island in Summer.”
What are your plans when you return to the
mainland?
“It is hard to say; probably the first thing would be
to take some time and travel for a while, go and visit
friends and family in Namibia and so on. Then to
return to Cape-Town (My new home.) and start
looking where my next adventure will take me.
Paying SANAE a visit does not sound like a bad idea
at the moment but we’ll wait and see.”
How do you make hut coffee and why is yours
better than anyone else’s?
“Well this brew is only for special hut nights, like
after a day over Azo or the like:
2 tablespoons of sugar, condensed milk, milo,
powdered milk, coffee
Mix with hot water and there you have it…
…Proe Pure Plaas.”
What did you do before coming to the island?
“I worked for an Iron ore mine in the Northern-Cape
as a technician on all kinds of huge mining
equipment but decided to specialise on Mega- haul
trucks.”

Ewald Ferreira
Communication engineer
What do you do on the island?
“Communications, whichever way possible to suit the area, distance, terrain or conditions. I maintain communication
channels to different areas on the Island and to the continent. Mountainous terrain, normally propagating low
frequency signals to reach their destination. Line of sight, unlikely here but the high masts tend to get you there and to
SA, we need to bounce of via satellite. The IT infrastructure and general electronics is also me, audio & video for
recreation and workstation computer communication, to get your stuff to the motherland”
If the ship could bring you 3 items from home today, what would they be?
“A monster PC, fresh fruit and a bottle of 12 y/o Glenfiddich, I’m easy!”
What lead to the decision to re-apply for the expedition?
“Love for nature and the challenges of the industry”
Describe your average day on the island?
“Morning checks, more checks, lunch and some checks in the evening. Gym every second day and checks after that,
something breaks, a long day it shall be and ofcourse, you’ve guessed it, a happy team after we fixed it, or checking to
see if the fix worked. Studying and admin are somewhere in there too”
What did you care about most when you were 10 years old?
“Probably my bicycle, unless my mother would ask me the same question”
Name 3 things that is on your bucket list before you return home
“Round Island, wood fire and the mother of all social events, old school style, with my teammates”
Having stayed in the old and new base, which one do you prefer and why?
“I prefer the old base because it is so rich in history! A haven for many it was, and has a spirit that fills you the
moment you approach it. You’re part of something significant and It is epic in design, one big archive of so many years
passed and the fruit of existence on Marion. Off-course, the windows could open too!”
Where is your favourite place on the island?
“Ships cove, beach with black sand and local inhabitants that is so innocent and untouched, with such a childlike
curiosity, that they will even approach you as insignificant human, if you take the time to spend with them. Sit down,
listen and observe and you shall see nature in its purest intent, that comes and talks to you. If it is a seal, it’s time to
go”
Where is home for you?
“Home? Most recent home is Cape Town, most family in the Pretoria region but my roots, in the Free State. Born in
Namibia so, this is kind of a difficult one to answer. For now, Marion is home!”
What is your favourite pass time in South Africa?
“I am a very keen motorcyclist and audio fanatic. If I am not somewhere riding, I tend to be listening to music or
hanging with friends. Did I mention a social animal? But now a days you have to get finance for that!”

AUGUST ACCORDING TO A METKASSIE
By Jerry Ramonyai
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Leopard seal spotted on Marion Island

Photographer and author: John Dickens

Killer whale observations, particularly the longer 10
hour observations, done once a week in August and
twice a week from September onwards, are often
punctuated with visitors. There is nothing better
than having a nice warm lunch brought out to the
rock on a cold day, or a thermos of piping hot milo at
the end of a long session which really helps pass the
last hour or two. Apart from visits from team mates,
much of Marion's local fauna also pop past.
The rocky point, where most killer whale
observations take place, is part of a friendly
sheathbill's territory and he often pecks away at our
boots for hours on end and, despite his lack of
conversational skills, his presence is much
appreciated, except when he dislodges a camera
during a time lapse.
Kelp gulls, shags and giant petrels pass by either on
the wing or on the water. On the windy, rainy days
the Salvin’s prions come out in force and hundreds
fill the sky.
Occasionally the mammals pass by. The killer whales
have been quite scarce during the winter months,
but they are slowly making their return as the days
grow longer and their food sources return for
breeding season.
The fur seals are always fun to watch, the pups at
the Van den Boogaard River provide hours of
entertainment.

Occasionally something unusual happens, a shag
with a big fish or a fur seal with an octopus pops up
every now and then, the extended company of the
killer whales is incredible.
“Occasionally something unusual
happens”
It was on the 18th of August when I received my
most unexpected visitor to date. I was just settling
for a 10 hour observation, audiobook playing away
in my ears, camera at the ready, watching and
waiting for the killer whales to come by. I noticed a
seal swim by but the light wasn't particularly good
for photos so I didn't pay it much attention. It swam
around and came out on a rock quite close to where
I was sitting. It was about the size of a large fur seal,
and having filled memory cards with photos of them
over the past few months I didn't worry about trying
to take any more.
“I saw the pale reptilian looking
face staring back at me”
The seal moved off the rock and glided back into the
water, looking far more lithe and streamlined than
the fur seals. It came out even closer on some kelp
and only when I saw the pale reptilian looking face
staring back at me did I realize that it was actually a
leopard seal. It swam around for a while before
moving back to the rock where it came out and
basked in the sun for a while. Not wanting to be the

only person to see this unusual tourist to the island,
I ran back to base and let the rest of the team know.
Had I known that the seal was planning on spending
3 days lying on the rock, I wouldn't have run,
especially since I was wearing the heavy duty
SANAE suit designed for Antarctic weather. Most of
the M72 team came along and had a look at the
leopard seal over the course of the day and the
killer whales made an appearance too. It was one of
the more eventful 10 hour observations that I've
had.
Leopard seals are not commonly seen on Marion,
but they have been recorded here quite regularly
over the past few decades at about this time of
year. The individuals that have been seen have not

always been in very good condition, having made
their way a few thousand kilometres here from
Antarctica.
This one was a fairly young animal and looked
relatively healthy. It was spotted a few days later at
Macci Bay, cruising around in the water.
About a week after the first sighting another
individual was seen at Ship's Cove, a more mature
animal, but also in decent condition.
A few people were out of base when the first
leopard seal popped up at Van den Boogaard and
didn’t get to see the vagrant animal, so we are
keeping our eyes open for any other welcome
visitors this year!

Paddy
Round
Island
Photography and author: Kate Du Toit

The Oceans and Coasts’ birders (Kate and Oyena),
along with our space monkey (Pierre), set off for our
annual paddy round island. We set off from base on
a bright and sunny August morning, knowing that
this was going to be a tough round island as we
would have to stick coastal. There are no paths for
this 
The first day was fantastic and with high spirits we
embarked on our second day heading for
Watertunnel hut. Our first mission was to count the
paddies at Kildalkey Bay, where, if any of you know
Marion, you will know that there are thousands of
King Penguins here and thus hundreds and
hundreds of paddies to count! With the big count of
the day done, we headed off still in high spirits,
which soon dropped, as we entered the infamous
black lava, which, as we soon discovered goes hand
in hand with cuts and grazes as it is very hard not to
fall here. After some hard walking and some
spectacular views over Crawford Bay we were very
happy to see the little hut. As we made our way to
Rooks hut the following day, the paddy count
continued with a magic afternoon spent on Rooks
peninsula.
“hundreds and hundreds of
paddies to count”
Towards the end of our round island we
encountered a lonely sealer (Benoit) at Mixed Pickle
who proceeded to spoil his guests (the only ones he
would have in 2 weeks!) with flapjacks for lunch,
followed up with hamburgers for supper-a treat on
a round island! The next day we crossed over
Azorella (a high mountain with lots of vegetated
black lava-which makes walking slow going) in the
mist and headed down to devils footprint for more
black lava paddy counting. The last day of our round
island was definitely one of the prettiest, with the
sun shining and the snow capped mountains in view,
a very tired trio walked and counted all the way
back to base enjoying lots of stunning views along
the way. All in all a great round island was had by all,
with a total of 3915 paddies counted, that’s a lot of
paddies!!

The paddy team on the way to Mixed Pickle.

Meeting the lonely sealer at Mixed Pickle.

Chinese tea garden games in the mist and rain.

Some Paddy fun facts:
• The Lesser Sheathbill or Paddy is the only strictly terrestrial bird
species on Marion, having no webbed feet.
• Paddies are restricted to the sub-Antarctic islands in the southern
Indian Ocean.
• Paddies are terrestrial scavengers and feed on algae, vegetation,
seabird eggs and chicks, blood, carrion, invertebrates and faeces.
• Paddies specialize in kleptoparasitism (robbing other animals of
their food).
• Paddies are year-round residents and do not migrate.

Oyster enjoying some black lava.....or not;)

Up, up, up we go, time to Climb Crawford Bay.

Beautiful views from our last day.

Why Marion Matters?

By Abuyiselwe Nguna

Marion Island, the largest of the two Prince Edward
Islands, is situated 2 160km south of Cape Town. It
is a place I have fallen in love with and a place I
have called home for past one hundred odd days! It
is a great pleasure to be here, and to be a part of an
amazing team #M72. We felt it is our duty to inform
friends and family back home why Marion matters!
The Prince Edward Islands (Marion and Prince
Edward Island) belong to South Africa, and were
annexed in 1948, owing to their strategic position in
terms of defence and navigation, as well as for
weather forecasting. Today, these meteorological
activities are one of the most important motivations
for the base, as they play an important role in
weather forecasts for South Africa, as well as, in
understanding global climate. Furthermore,
decades of scientific research since the annexation,
mainly in the biological field, has built up a virtual
mine of information, and now forms another major
reason for maintaining a base on the island.
Allow me to acknowledge the important
contribution of the research done on the Island by
various research groups. Which has greatly
contributed toward the conservation of the fauna
and flora of South Africa’s most pristine and prize
possession. It is remarkable how much work we
have managed to achieve over past couple of
decades. The gathering of raw data in very harsh

weather conditions, papers that have been
published and degrees that have been obtained
from the work done here is truly amazing and
inspiring.
Every data point gathered you have to work hard for,
you have to be self-driven and well-disciplined.
Marion produces a special breed of scientists that
can hold their own anywhere in the world, and that
is why Marion matters!
Walking and working around the island gives you
the opportunity to explore, experience and
appreciate nature at its stunning best. I have been
around the island four times now and every time I
discover something new and I am always in awe of
the sites and animals around the Island. The perks
of being here also come with lessons, you have got
to be tough and hard as ever. Working in near
gale/gale force winds, rain and snow pellets comes
with the territory and one things for sure, us Marion
Island people, we are tough as nails. The conditions
force us to toughen up and always get the work
done. That is why Marion matters!
It is without a doubt that Marion Island is a special
place to us and those that precede us, therefore it
will be an absolute pleasure to tell everybody back
home every month, why Marion matter!

TAPS

Author and photographer: John Dickens
As sealers our time is divided up between work on the
elephant seals and work on the two species of fur seal
found on the island; Arctocephalus gazella, the Antarctic
fur seal, and A. tropicalis, the Sub-Antarctic fur seal.
Over the course of the year we are responsible for a
number of different research projects, some of which
involves relatively recent studies on the animals, while
other work is a continuation of decades of research.
One facet of our jobs involves seasonal observatory
studies of attendance pattern behavior of the two fur
seal species, known as TAPS (Tropicalis attendance
patterns) and GAPS (Gazella attendance patterns). The
attendance pattern research is aimed at getting an idea
of the foraging durations of adult female fur seals by
recording the time spent away from their pups and time
spent suckling their pups upon return to land.

Shortly after the pups are born a number of mum and
pup pairs are marked with uniquely numbered, quite
visible, tags which make identifying the pairs quite easy.
The mums head out to sea to feed for days on end,
leaving the pups ashore to get up to all sorts of mischief.
When the females return there is much calling and joyous
reuniting before the pups settle down and suckle for a
few days until their mums leave again to feed.
Between the middle of May and the middle of August the
three sealers, Mike, Benoit and I (John), conducted two
daily checks, one in the morning and one in the
afternoon, at two seal colonies on the island. During this
time one of us would spend a ten day period at Mixed
Pickle hut, which has a well studied seal colony on its
doorstep, while the other two sealers would carry on
with the elephant seal and killer whale work and do TAPS
at the colony close to base.

This article is meant to be a short summary of a TAPS
stint at Mixed Pickle but it is very hard to explain the
freedom and remoteness of hut life in almost total
isolation on the other side of the island. Life on Marion is
cut off from the outside world. In this day and age of
constant communications, and with a seemingly
shrinking world, having only nineteen individuals for
company for a full year is not something experienced by
many people. Although base life seems removed from
the rest of the world, there are still other people around
for company and, when the internet plays nicely, you can
keep in touch with friends and family. It is very different
to the complete isolation for 10 days at a time on the
other side of the island.
Mixed Pickle is a good 5-6 hours walk away from the
base so the chances of a surprise visit from team mates
are slim to none. Due to this, there was a strong
possibility of spending an entire 10-day stint in the hut
completely alone without seeing another person for the
duration, unless the field assistants or base personnel
were doing a round island trip.
The only communication we would have was 6 o’clock
radio comms with base which usually only lasted a few
minutes and didn’t extend much beyond the formalities
of the weather, a few updates about base life and
positive confirmation of our state of our mental and
physical wellbeing.
TAPS at Mixed Pickle was really special. After spending
such extended periods of time with the animals their
personalities begin to emerge and after a while you get
to know the individuals themselves.

Watching a hungry pup for days on end, you become
almost as happy and excited as they are when their mum
returns from a lengthily time foraging at sea.
The Mixed Pickle experience is almost too personal and
special to share. Past sealers will know what it is like to
spend extended periods of time alone at the Sealer’s
Beach Cottage. To be free of communication with the
outside world and be completely independent,
surrounded by almost unspoiled natural systems (with
the exception of the mice) is a privilege few people have
the opportunity to experience. In addition to spending
time with the pups, the northern side of the island is wild
and beautiful and makes from some great photos.
The work on Marion is physically demanding, the walking
can take its toll, the terrain can be quite challenging at
times, but experiences like 10 days alone in the
wilderness makes it all worth it!

Feathery
Facts
By Janine Versteegh and Stefan
Schoombie

Wandering albatross (Diomedea
exulans)
Largest wingspan of any bird,
up to 3.5 m
(length of a forfour Smart car!)

The Antarctic Legacy of
South Africa Project is
recording the history of
the Prince Edward Islands
By: John Cooper, Principal Investigator, Antarctic Legacy of South Africa
The Antarctic Legacy of South Africa (ALSA) is a
three-year (2015-2017) NRF-funded project that
forms part of the South African National Antarctic
Programme (SANAP). It is based in the Department
of Botany & Zoology at Stellenbosch University.
ALSA's primary role is to gather and archive
electronically historical information relating to
South Africa's involvement over the years in the
Antarctic region, including the continent, subAntarctic Islands (primarily the Prince Edwards and
Gough, but also Bouvet) and at sea in the Southern
Ocean. The period of interest extends from South
Africa's involvement with the heroic age of Antarctic
exploration and before up until the present day.
Material
collected
and
archived
include
photographs, videos, oral interviews along with
their transcripts, newspaper clippings, articles from
popular magazines, bibliographies of scientific
literature, PDFs of scanned articles in scientific
journals not available electronically (such as the
discontinued South African Journal of Antarctic
Research), governmental and other papers obtained
from departmental, national and Antarctic archives
in South Africa, Australia, France, Norway, UK and
the USA, unpublished diaries, artwork and maps,
and other published and unpublished materials
gleaned from governmental departments, libraries
and museums within and outside of South Africa. A
concerted effort is being made to collect, scan and
archive the monthly team newsletters of the three
South African SANAP bases, such as Marion Island’s
The Wanderer and its predecessors, because many
of these, especially from the earlier years, are
unavailable electronically. Team memorabilia, such
as badges, are also scanned into the archive.
Artefacts of historical significance such as from now
protected sealers' sites on Marion Island that have
been "souvenired" in the past are passed to the
Social History Collections Department of the Iziko
Museums of South Africa, which acts as the official
depository, for professional curation.

Awareness is raised by way of making contact with
past and present team members at Gough, Marion
and SANAE (and their descendants) and others who
are or have been involved with SANAP by way of
regular postings to a Facebook Group with a
growing membership of just under 450
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/409942979164
222/) and to four associated Facebook groups for
the three South African bases and for South Africa's
current Antarctic research and supply ship, the m.v.
S.A. Agulhas II. A dedicated website for the project
that will allow public access to its archived material
is expected to go live before year end. The project's
archival database is hosted by the J.S. Gericke
Library at Stellenbosch University and is managed by
the Project’s Archivist, Ria Olivier.
Current team members at Marion Island are
welcome to submit a selection of their year’s
photographs for archiving by ALSA because "history
begins today".

IN RECOGNITION OF THE LARGEST CONSERVATION EFFORT ON MARION
ISLAND: RIDDING IT OF FERAL CATS

Top: (1) Base Snow; (2) Swartkop area Marion 43; (3) Cat Hunters Memorial April 2012; Middle: (1) Original by Ivan Dalglish &
Paddy Cook 1987; (2) Lava flow and cat wall, Kaalkoppie 1 May 2005; (3) Randy the cat with dead Paddy; Bottom: (1) Trapped
kittens, (2) A bedroom in the base. note cat

For more than three decades feral cats played havoc with the birds of Marion Island until their final eradication a
quarter of a century ago in 1991. The cat walls on Marion Island are a lasting tribute to the efforts of Marthan Bester
and the many cat hunters who worked so hard (and walked so far) to eradicate the island's cats. Those of us who are
passionate about the island's conservation owe them a great and lasting debt. The cat hunters are also recognized by
the memorial signpost near the Golden Highway marking the black lava crossing of Santa Rosa Valley between the
Watertunnel Stream and Grey-headed Ridge field huts. This is the only route marker on the island, which is
otherwise managed as a true wilderness area. The post was first erected by cat hunter Ivan Dalglish and Paddy Cook
in 1987 and has been refurbished more than once since then, as can be seen in the 2012 photo. Paw prints in the
snow helped with tracking as suggested by the photograph of Andre Botha: cats were both shot and trapped. The
black & white photograph shows the island's first pet cat on the team leader's bed in 1948, pet cats brought soon
after went wild.
Photographs form the ALSA archive by Andre Botha, John Cooper, Alan Crawford, Ivan Dalglish and Wouter Hanekom

Photo gallery
This month’s theme: landscapes
John Dickens

Stefan Schoombie

Pierre Joubert

Abuyiselwe Nguna

Kate Du Toit

Gentoo penguin

August is a special time during a person’s over
wintering expedition. The gentoo penguin eggs
hatch and little bodies start popping up
everywhere. This turns the girls gooey and the
boy’s into a photo frenzy. As a result we have
enjoyed many “awwww…” moments, many photo’s
and even one or two underwater videos!

Recipe for August

Pork rib special
By Sherwin and Mpho

Ingredients
1kg pork ribs (belly or short ribs)
125ml soya sauce (lite or superior) or 50ml dark soya sauce
250ml water
1 tbsp crushed chilli or peri-peri seasoning
250g brown sugar
5ml black pepper
2,5ml salt (less is more)
250ml wellingtons sweet chilli sauce
250ml steers BBQ sauce
50g dehydrated onion/100g fresh onion
5ml crushed garlic
2 tbsp sunflower or olive oil
Method
Rinse and pat dry pork ribs with cold water
Season with black pepper, salt and garlic and steam until cooked
In a saucepan add the oil and saute’ the onion
Add the soya sauce, water, brown sugar and peri-peri seasoning
stirring lightly
Add the wellingtons sweet chilli sauce and stir lightly
Add the steers BBQ sauce and stir gently bringing to a simmer
Once this is done set aside and remove the pork ribs from the
steamer
Add the sauce and return the pork ribs to the oven to grill at 200°c
until golden brown
Slice and serve with chips….

ENJOY

Marius’s lumo birthday party

Janine’s zoombie birthday party

Photos by John Dickens

SNOW DAY!!

KEEP THE GOOD
TIMES COMING

GOOD LUCK SEALERS!!
As many of you know September marks
the time of year that sealers really start
to get busy. Their M72 team mates wish
them luck! And remember
“Dis nog niks”

